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Abstract 

Matrices consisting of two parts one of Vandermonde and the other of Liiwner type 
are considered. Inversion formulas (also for one-sided inverses) are presented. More- 
over, in the nonsingular case the parameters of the inversion formulas are described 
in terms of the evaluation of numerator and denominator polynomials which constitute 
the solution of associated rational interpolation problems. These results can be used to 
establish an algorithm for the solution of Lowner-Vandermonde systems of equations 
with O(n log’n) complexity. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 

Kewords: Fast algorithm; LGwner-Vandermonde matrices 

1. Introduction 

To introduce the matrix class under consideration we associate with given 
(complex) vectors 
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W’ := [M.‘,]:lf, M’-- I= [W_f]f=, . 

Z+ .~ 
.- [z,]:‘, 1 Z_ := [=~i]l_, (ZI # Z, for all i # j), 

the k x n Lowner matrix 
h ” 

as well as the 1 x n Vandermonde matrix 

K(z’) = rz,1;r,t ,:, . 

Composed matrices of the form 

A’” := v,,, (z’) 
II 

[ 1 Lk,i(W, z) 
(1.1) 

(as well as their transposes) are called Lowner-Vandermonde matrices (with re- 
spect to z and w). 

Clearly, in case 1 = 0 (k = 0) we have pure Lowner (Vandermonde) matri- 
ces. Putting 

w; = 
{ 

0 for i>O 

1 for i<O’ 

the Lowner matrix has the form of a Cauchy matrix, 

1 

[ 1 
k ,I 

&(w,z) = GW(z) := ___ 
z-1 - z, !=I j=l 

In this way, connections with the results concerning Cauchy-Vandermonde 
matrices [ 1,2] are established. 

Before we formulate our main result let us introduce the following vectors 
belonging to C” 

l,, := [l, 1,. .) l]T o,, = [O, 0,. . OIT, e; = [si/]:'_l, 

where 6,, denotes the Kronecker delta as well as the following n x n matrices: 
the backward shift matrix S, := [S,,,_,]i:,=,, 
the counteridentity J,, := [6,.,,+ I _i]:I/+, , 
the diagonal matrix diag(z+) := [z;S,,]::,=, and 
the triangular Hankel matrix 

H,(z+) = 

Zl z2 z3 z,, 
Z2 Z3 

Z3 

f 

Z,, 0 
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Theorem 1.1. Let k + 1 = n, I # 0, and let the equations 

(A;F)Ty, = WT. (A;)Ty2 = [z$, (1.2) 

be solvable. Then A:: is nonsingular, and its inverse is completely determined by 
these solutions y, := ~,j]~,, and by the solutions x, (i = I. 2) qf 

0, 
A;+,= ~ 

[ 1 lk 
A!!x~ = e;’ 

via the ,f?wmula 

(A,!:)-’ = k diag(x,) [ V,z(z’) C:,(z) ] 
1-l ! 

HF) 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

Here 

j, := -[YE.. . ,“Vl/. O]‘, j$ := -[y?2.. . . .y2/, -1 I’, 

9, := - b,.,+i: y,.~_2,. . . >yin]’ (i = 1,2). 

If the solutions x,, yi (i = 1,2) are given the formula (1.4) can be used to 
solve linear systems of equations with Lowner-Vandermonde coefficient matri- 
ces. The multiplication of (A!k)-’ in the form (1.4) by a vector consists of sev- 
eral steps and the complexity of each of them is O(n log’n) on a sequential 
computer and O(n) on an n-processor parallel computer (camp. [l]). 

For the evaluation of the special solutions x;,yi (i = 1,2) of (1.2) and (1.3) 
we can utilize the three-term recursion presented in [3-51. But these “Levinson 
- type” algorithms have complexity O(n’). 

Section 5 is dedicated to the connection of the solutions of (1.2) (1.3) and 
the solutions of certain interpolation problems. Using these results we come 
to an algorithm of O(n log’ n) complexity also for the determination of the so- 
lutions of (1.2) and (1.3). This leads finally to an O(nlog’n) solution algorithm 
for Lowner-Vandermonde systems of equations. 

Note that the study of connections of Lowner matrices and interpolation 
has a long history which goes back to the beautiful paper of Lowner [6]. Several 
authors continued and generalized Lowner’s results; see [7-121. In principle, 
there is the following connection: The parameters of the Lowner matrix deter- 
mine interpolation data (zi are the nodes and wi the prescribed values) and the 
numerator or denominator of the rational function (with properly given 
bounds on degrees) are connected with solutions of homogeneous systems or 
other special systems of equations with the given Lowner matrix as coefficient 
matrix. Besides that, solvability of interpolation is connected with rank prop- 
erties of the matrix. 

While Lowner matrices require the same degree bound for the numerator 
and denominator, in the present paper we show that similar connections hold 
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for Lowner-Vandermonde matrices but the degree bounds have difference 1 
(which equals the number of Vandermonde rows), see [3,4]. The formulas 
we give here for X, and yj, i = 1,2, have a similar form as those occuring in [13]. 

In Section 3 we give criteria for Afli be of full rank and formulas for one-sid- 
ed inverses of AA’. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is presented in Section 4. 

Finally, in Section 6 we shortly discuss the special cases of Lowner, Vander- 
monde, Cauchy and Cauchy-Vandermonde matrices. 

2. Preliminaries 

One of our main tools used here is (in the terminology of [14-171) the UV- 
displacement rank of A := Ai’ for 

U = diag(z+), 
s/ 0 

v= 
0 diag(z-) 1 (2.1) 

Clearly U is of order n and V of order m := I + k. A straightforward calcula- 
tion shows the following. 

Lemma 2.1. Let A = Akk be the m x n Liiwner-Vandermonde matrix (l.l), 
k + 1= m, and U, V be defined in (2.1). 

Then 

where 

01 O/ 
&?I = 

[ 1 lp ’ 
g2 = e4, g3 = 

[ 4 -w 

.fl =w+, .fi = [ZI, z;. . ) Zil IT, .fi = 1,. (2.4) 

(In case I = 0 we have to leave out the vectors g2 and,fi, whereas in case k = 0 we 
leave out gl, g3, .fi, f3.j 

If rank A = m < n the matrix A is right invertible, that means there exists a 
matrix AR such that A AR = Z”,. To construct a formula for AR we consider any 
solution xi of 

Ax, =g, (i= 1,2,3) (2.5) 

and denote by X the n x 3 matrix 

X := rOW(.Xi):. 
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In case rank A = n <m the matrix A is left invertible, that is there exists a 
matrix AL such that A,_ . A = Z,. To construct a formula for AL we consider here 
any solution yi of 

ATyi =fi (i= 1,2,3) (2.6) 

and designate 

Y := row(&):. 

Clearly, in case 1 > 0, we may choose 

y3 = e;. 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

In the case m = n Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3) are just Eqs. (2.6) and (2.5) for 
i = 1,2. Moreover, 

G := row(g;):, F := rowCf;)T. 

In Theorem 3.2 below we assume wi # 0 for all 1 < i < n which is no loss of gen- 
erality. (Otherwise we consider instead of w the vector 

W; 
w,. := 

[ 1 w,t ’ 
w, := [w- + Cl;=, , w,’ := [Wi + cl:=, 

defining the same Lowner-matrix Lx,(w,z) = Lk,,(w,!z), but we choose the con- 
stant c such that wi + c # 0 for all 1 < i 6 n.) 

3. The full rank cases - construction of one-sided inverses 

In formulas for one-sided inverses, we need the following notion: 
Given a vector b E @” and an n x n matrix A by the Krylov matrix %(A, b, m) 

is meant the n x m matrix 

X’(A,b,m) := [b, Ab, A2b,. . . ,Amp’b]. 

Theorem 3.1. Let A = ALk be the m x n Liiwner-Vandermonde matrix (l.l), 
k + I= m. Assume that Eq. (2.5) are solvable. Then A has full (row) rank 
m < n, and the matrix 

AR = [ KsJ, KI QiT(~-)] (3.1) 

is a right inverse to A, where 

K, := X( (U - XFT) ,xl,k) and K2 := X(U -XFT),x2,1). 

Proof. From equality (2.2) it becomes clear that 

VA = A(U -XFT), 
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and, consequently, we get for j = 1.2:. . . 

V’A =A(U -XFT)‘. 

In particular, we observe that 

V’g, = A (U - Xq’X, for j = 0, 1, ~ k - 1 

and 

V/g? = A(U -XFT)‘x2 for j = O,l,. . .I - 1. 

which leads to 

(3.2) 

Since the matrix on the right-hand side of (3.2) is nonsingular A has to be of 
full (row) rank, which means A is right invertible. Postmultiplying (3.2) from 
the right by 

[ 

0 K.;‘(z-) 

Jl 0 1 
formula (3.1) is obtained. This completes the proof. ??

Theorem 3.2. Let A = A!!’ be the m x n Lb;wwr-Vundermonde mutrix (1.1). 
Assume thut Eq. (2.6) ,fbr i = 1,2 are solvable. Then the fbllo~c9ing matrix AL is u 
Iqft inverse to A. 

where 

1 1 i, 
_:= - 
w+ [ 1 w; ’ ,=I 

Y is de$ned in Eq. (2.7), and 

K := N((VT + YGT),_yl.n). 

Proof. According to Eq. (2.2) we have 

AU’=(V+GYT)‘A (j= 1,2,...). 

Consequently, we observe that for j = 0, 1, . . : n - 1 

y:AU’ = f;rU’ = y;( V + GYT)‘A. (3.4) 
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Taking into account that 

,fjvJi = [ w,z;, wzz;, . . . , wnz; ] 
the equality (3.4) leads to 

V;,,(z’) diag(w+) = KTA 

Postmultiplying the latter equality from the left-hand side by 

( V;,,(zL) . diag(w’))-’ 

we get (3.3), and the proof is complete. 0 

(3.5) 

Remark 3.1. In the square case m = n the above theorems contain invertibility 
criteria. In particular, in Theorem 3.2 we have already proved the first part of 
Theorem 1.1. 

Remark 3.2. In case of a regular Lowner-Vandermonde matrix A the formulas 
Eqs. (3.1) and (3.3) are formulas for the inverse of A. 

4. Proof of Theorem 1.1 

Taking Remark 3.1 into account it remains to prove the inversion formula 
(1.4). We shall again write shortly A instead of ALk and use Lemma 2.1. Multi- 
plying (2.2) from both sides by A-’ we obtain 

3 

A-‘V - U,L-’ = - c x,yT 
I : 

i=l 

where x;!yi are the solutions of (2.5) and (2.6). Putting eI; := 0, and applying 
the matrices on both sides of this equality to e:+, for j = 0, 1, . , I - 1 and 
toe;forj=I+1,1+2....,nweget 

3 
ApIe; _ UAplen = _ 

/+I c 
,Vi,j+]Xi (j=O,1,...>1- 

r=l 
l), 

(z,_+~ - U)A-‘e: = - CyIjx, (j = 1 + l,l + 2,. . . ) n). 
,=I 

Taking into account that y3 = e; and that A-‘e; = x2 (camp. (2.8) and (1.3)) we 
get the following recurrence formula for the columns sj := A-‘e; (j = 1,2, . . . n) 
of A-’ 
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Sj = 

1 

usj+l - ,$Yi,j+IIi forj= l,...,/- 1, 

X2 for j = I, 

c” - z!-jzn)p' $Yi,x, for j= If l,...,n. 

The equality s/ = x2 together with 

Sj - US,+, = - I? ~;,~+lx,, j=l-l,..., 1 
i=l 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

determine the vectors s/, s/_ I, . . . , sI uniquely. 
We denote the jth column of the matrix on the right-hand side of (1.4) by rj 

andshowthatrj=siforj=1,2 ,..., n.Indeed,forj=l,..., Iwehave 

Since yi,/+i = 0 and ~2,/+~ = 1, it follows that rI = x2. Note also that 

and, consequently, 

Yj - urj+i =- Yt,j+lxi. (4.3) 

Comparing (4.2) and (4.3), we conclude that s, = rj for j = I, 1 - 1, . . . , 1. By 
(1.4), we can write for j = I + 1,. . . ,n: 

2 2 

‘i = - C yi,j diag (xi) ~01 = - 
c xi, 

i=l ,=I 

which is equal to sj for j = I+ 1, . . , n. This completes the proof. 0 

5. Connection of the special solutions and rational interpolants. A superfast 
algorithm 

In this section we are going to discuss how the solutions 

Xi = [xij]T=I > Yi = l.Yijl~E1 (5.1) 
of Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3) needed for the representation of the inverse of 
A = Aik, n = I + k, in the form (1.4) are connected with solutions of the follow- 
ing interpolation problems: 
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Problem Il. Find a nonzero couple of polynomials t&q), degp = n, 
degq<k - 1, such that 

p(zi) -wiq(zi) = 0 for i= -k ,..., -1 and i= l,..., n. (5.2) 

Problem 12. Find a nonzero couple of polynomials (p, q), degp < n - 1, 
degq = k such that (5.2) is satisfied. 

We designate any solution of Problem 11 and of Problem 12 by (pli, qrl) and 
(p,?, q12), respectively. D enoted by g(“)(i), g(@)(A) the polynomials 

g’“‘(i) := fi(A - Zj), gp’(A) := fip - ZL,), 
i=l i=l 

we consider the following basis systems in the linear space Yp, of all (complex) 
polynomials of degree not greater than n: 

Assume A is nonsingular and introduce the following polynomials belonging to 
Y,forj= 1,2: 

CZj(i) := oCjg’“‘(I) + 2 W$jjgj")(A), 
!=I 

b,(i) := e.Xjjgj”‘(i.)j 

i=l 

I-I 

Cj(jv) :I(1 - Ej)%‘g’-k’(~) - 
( ) 

C_Yj,i+IA’ ,gmk’(A) + ~W_i~j,iiifiirt)(i), 

i=O i=l 

d,(l) I= -Mjg'-k'(lt) + &~,.t+jg(,“‘(A), 
i=l 

where 

1 forj=l, 
xi = 

0 forj=2. 
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Theorem 5.1. If A is nonsingular then the Problems II, I2 have (up to a 
multiplicative constant) the unique solutions 

PII = al = ~2, q/1 = 61 = d27 

1312 = a2 = CI, q12 = b2 = -d,. 

Proof. Let us start with proving the bounds for the degrees of 61 and 62. Since 

(5.3) 

and since vl,(z+)x, = 0, we conclude 6, (E,)/g(“)(lL) = 0(2-‘-l) and 
deg b, (A) < k - 1. Similarly, in view of 

T 
v,,(z+)x2 = [O, ) 0, l] . 

we get deg b2 = k. 
Now let us show that the interpolation conditions (5.2) are satisfied. If 

we start with considering the couple (a,, bj). j = 1,2, it is easy to verify 
that (5.2) holds true for i = 1,. . , n. For i = 1. . . . . k we rewrite conditions (5.2) 

ai(z_() - w_,b,(z_,) = 0 

as 

b,(u) w-i g(“)o 
aj(z-i) = 0, 

-___ 

g(n) (z-,) 

Then, by definition of a, and b,, we get for r = 1, . , k 

n w-,-w; 
c 

1 forj= 1. 
Pxi; = 

i=, z-,--zi 0 for j = 2: 

which is, due to (1.3) satisfied. 
Moreover, it is obvious that the couples (c,, dj),j = 1,2, satisfy (5.2) for 

i = -k, . , - 1. As above let us rewrite the conditions (5.2) for i = 1, : II in 
the form 

dj(zi) cj(zi) = 0 
-~ It”g’k’(s) g(-k)(Z;) - 

which means 

and is equivalent to (1.2). 
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It remains to prove the uniqueness of the solutions. Assume (p, q) as well as 
@, 4) are solutions of Problem 11. First note that q # 0 since, otherwise, also p 

would be a zero polynomial but then (‘p, q) would not be a solution of Problem 
11. The same reasoning applies to @,@). The interpolation conditions imply 
that p4 - jq is divisible by g(“)g(-k). Taking into account the bounds of the de- 
grees, we state that 

p@ - jq = 0 or, in other words, e = !. 
4 9 

Denoting by po, q. the greatest common divisor of p,p, respectively q, 4 we es- 
tablish that &,, qo) satisfies the interpolation conditions for all i. If degpo < n, 
the following expansions are possible 

PO(l.) = 2 WiPO&Tj”‘(A), 40Ci) = ~POid”lin). 
i=l i=l 

If we expand the function qo/g @) like in (5.3), we find that the condition 

degqO<k-- 1 

is equivalent to V,,(z+)col (joi); = 0. Also the conditions 

PO(L) - %qo(z-l) = 0 

are equivalent to Ll,(w,z)col hi); = 0. In this way, we get that co1 @oi); is a 
nontrivial element of the kernel of A, which contradicts the assumption 
det A # 0. Thus degpo = n. Consequently, (p, q) = CC& 4) with c = const. 

Analogously the uniqueness of the solution of Problem 12 can be proved. 
Finally, taking into account that the polynomials ai, bz, c2, -d, are manic, 

we conclude aI = c2, 6, = d2, a2 = cl, b2 = -d,! and the proof is com- 
plete. 0 

The preceding theorem proves that an alternative way exists to compute the 
parameters (5.1) needed in the inversion formula (1.4) for A = A:‘. It consists of 
the following steps: 

Solving the rational interpolation Problems 11 and 12. 
Evaluating, for j = 1,2, 

x,, _ 4&i) 
gj”’ (z,) ? 

i= l,...,?z, 

yi,,+, = (-1)“’ qh) 
g!Jk) (Z-i) ’ 

i= l,...,k. 

Computing yli, resp. y2, (i = 1, . . . ,1) as the coefficients at the powers 3,‘-’ of 
the quotient in the division pi2 : gcPkJ, resp. ml : g(-@. 
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It is known that all these steps can be realized superfast, i.e. with complexity 
O(n log*n). For details, see e.g. [IS], Section 4.4, 4.5. Consequently, taking in- 
version formula (1.4) into account we have proved the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.2. Linear systems of equations with nonsingular Liiwner-Vander- 
monde coej‘icient matrices can be solved with O(n log2 n) complexity on a 
sequential computer and with O(n) complexity on an n-processor parallel 
computer. 

6. Special cases 

Let us shortly discuss formulas for the inverse of Vandermonde, Liiwner, 
Cauchy, and Cauchy-Vandermonde matrices. Since these special cases are 
widely investigated and formulas of this type have been already known (see 
e.g. [15, 193) we restrict ourselves to a specification of the inversion formula 
(1.4) basing on a specification of Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6). Hereby we do not change 
the subscripts. Clearly, in the Lowner case A: = sP,,(w,z) (2.8) fails to be true 
and ji = y;. Thus we have to determine the solutions of 

&(w,z)x, = I,Z, L&W,Z)X3 = -w-, 

-q&v, Z)Yl = w+, 
and get 

L;i(w,z) = diag(xi)CTn(z)diag(yi) + diag(x3)C,‘,(z)diag(y,). 

In case that 

w- = 1, and w+ = 0,: 

which means L,,(w,z) is just the Cauchy matrix C,,,,(z) we obtain 

Gin’ (z) = diag (~3 ) C,‘, (z) diag (~3 1. 

The case of a pure Vandermonde matrix AZ0 = V,,,,(z+) leads to 

v,sl’(z’) = diag(x2)~~(z+)KG2), 

where x2,y2 are solutions of 

G(z+)x~ = el, c(Z+)Y* = [4L,. 
Finally we consider the case of a Cauchy-Vandermonde matrix 

(6.1) 

(I# 0, k # 0) 
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choosing again w due to (6.1). In this case we obtain the inverse of W from the 
solutions of 

FE2 = e;, w’y, = [zf]y=, 

via the formula 

(compare [ 1,2]). 
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